Do you have an idea for an IMP?

**Do you want to learn how to do something?**

**NO**

**Do you want an IMP so you may prepare for a career?**

**NO**

**Do you want to explore a specialized or narrow topic?**

**NO**

**Can this topic be explored in existing majors and minors?**

**NO**

**Can this topic be explored in a 34 credit upper-level curriculum, in which only 6 non-LSA credits may be used?**

**YES**

**The IMP is an opportunity to learn about an academic subject, in depth, not to accumulate skills or competencies.**

**The IMP is not intended for career preparation. Consider LSA Advising, the Career Center, the LSA Opportunity Hub, and the Alumni Center for how to best prepare for a particular career.**

**The IMP, like existing LSA majors, must be broadly focused on a well-defined idea, topic, or concept of academic merit. For narrow or specialized interest, consider doing an independent study or research with a professor, or consider doing an honor’s thesis in your major.**

**If the topic can be explored through the combination of existing LSA majors and minors, you should pursue those options. Uniting existing options under a new title is not an IMP.**

**Consider pursing the LSA major most relative to your interests and strategically using the 20 non-LSA credits allowed to LSA students to supplement your interests.**

Perhaps you have a question, topic, issue, or social problem that can be explored through an Individualized Major Program. Now, in 100 words or less, describe this thing:

Call (734) 764-0332 to make an IMP appointment.